
Three Poems by Joan Colby 
 

 
The Heart of a Woman 

 
The heart of a woman beats faster than the heart of a man.  
A billion more beats over a lifetime. No wonder a woman 
Is tired. No wonder she crawls into bed with a book before 
The evening news arrives. Her heart is misdiagnosed 
Repeatedly. The symptoms atypical. Blockages in the small 
Arteries, the tiny byways clogging unseen by the radiant eye. 
Dismissed as heartburn, another of her ailments, 
How she smoulders while he stomps and slams doors. A woman 
Can die of “broken heart syndrome” Causes include 
Losing a spouse or being a victim. Things she can’t control, 
That leave her forlorn and throbbing as her heart accelerates 
In a dangerous flutter. Consider where love resides: 
In the red pumphouse where fires are continually being lit 
And being put out. How unlikely that seems—love 
Should live in the mouth where its spirit can speak 
Over that constant importunate echo. A woman’s heart 
Is made of cut-velvet or satin, emblazoned with a scroll, 
Surrounded by cherubs. She traces that shape, it is nothing 
Like what she feels. The great artery of a man’s heart 
Is called the widow-maker. There is no word 
For a woman’s heart—it just gives out. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Securing a Memory 
 

In the passenger seat 
Also known as the suicide seat, 
That was me. You were driving, 
One hand on the wheel, the other 
Holding me. I already knew how this 
Would end, that it would indeed end 
And it wouldn’t matter because I’d have 
This memory. The pink sweater 
I am wearing, fuzzy as how I feel 
In this proximity to love. My own face reflected 
In the side window while the dark 
Landscape pours past, how we are not 
Speaking in the immense blossom 
That opens between us, night petals rank 
And dangerous and seductive so that 
My mouth tingles 
Though we are not yet kissing, 
Just driving, driving and I tell myself 
Remember this moment, how it feels 
Years into the future. This memory 
Which settles on me like a hungry animal. You 
Peripheral, to my left, 
Left with its sinister connotations, 
A profile. It’s not important 
That we engaged like teeth on meat 
Or sawed our bodies until like trees 
We fell and fell and fell 
Into that koan of presumed 
Silence. In that deliberate memory 
I painted on the walls of all the years to come 
I am always seventeen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Joints 
 

Comical as puppets 
Enabling the angles of dance and piety. The folded 
Contritions of love, articulating 
The industry of dianthrosis, 
Flopping or waving like someone 
In need of rescue. 
 
The elbow designed for nudging, 
Accompanied by the wink. 
Hinged like a pantry door 
To secure a dream of plenty. 
A thrust of racquets, 
Black humor of the funny bone. 
 
The knee dimpled like a silent screen star. 
Housemaid, scrubwoman, nun. 
Pilgrims crawling to the shrine, 
The faithful at novenas, 
Condemned pleading, a congregation 
Kneeling like field hands 
To pluck ripeness. The bedside child learning 
A ritual of useless prayer. Scabbed knee 
Of the playground. Kneecapped  
Sectarian victims. 
 
The hip permits sitting, 
Occupation of the sedentary. 
Women at sewing machines 
In the locked factory. 
Accountants at ledgers, 
Bloggers at laptops. Toil’s reward: 
A rocker at the hearthside. 
Pasha content on a fat cushion. 
The hip sinuous in the rhumba, 
Its gates securing the harem 
Of the buttocks. Fleshy veiled women 
Luscious with sequestration. 
 
 
 



How joints segue from straight 
To curve like roads to paradise 
Or perdition. Jolly as taverns 
Where the unbending idols are smashed. 
Oiled with synovial fluids 
Like good machines or bone on bone 
Scraping the wallpaper of pain. 
How simulacrum of ball and socket 
Engages the body 
Like a second wife, young 
And full of spirit. 
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